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3-in-1 Sucess Ebook Package Package Includes #1 Inside the Minds of Winners by Charles Burke

Advert: The 9 Interviews You Must Read If You Want to Create Your Own Good Luck Amazing Success

Secrets of 10 Proven Winners! Learn Why Winners Never Wait Around For Luck, And What They Do to

Create Success Inside the Minds of Winners Learn how you can take command of your life and create

your own good luckwith the same techniques proven winners use. Find Out How Winners Do It What

would you give if you could sit down with a double-handful of successful people and ask each one of

them to explain their techniques? Hello, I'm Charles Burke, and that's exactly what I did recently, when I

interviewed 10 top people about their success methods. Below is a list. You'll recognize some of these

names immediately, while others may be new to you. But in every case, these are people who

consistently, steadily rack up incredible success stories, month after month, year after year. Learn the

success secrets of: Joe Vitale, author, lecturer, consultant Rick Beneteau, author, music producer,

Internet entrepreneur Yanik Silver, author, Internet entrepreneur Linda Clemons, author, playwrite, talk

show host Robert Scheinfeld, author, lecturer, consultant Don McAvinchey, author, spiritual coach,

entrepreneur Stacey Hall & Jan Brogniez, authors, consultants, innovators Clay Cotton, musician, author,

Internet entrepreneur John Harricharan, award-winning author, lecturer ******************************** #2

Change Your Mind, Change Your Life Advert: Yes, You Can Unleash The "Success Mindset" And Create

The Life You Have Always Dreamed Of Having, No Matter What It Is, NOW! From: RE: Realizing Your

Dreams Date: When did you begin to choose the life you are leading now? When did you decide on the

job you have, and against the job you want? When did you decide that the money you make now is all

you can make? Did you decide? Change Your Mind, Change Your Life! is a book about your future and

the decisions you are making today, which will create that future. Determination and belief are the starting

points for success. They open you to new opportunities to do and be anything you desire, and you only

need a subconscious thought to plant the seed. How do we do this?" This book is based on real answers

to that question. Change Your Mind, Change Your Life! will walk you through the steps to real answers
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and teach you to start asking the right questions. By learning how the mind works, we understand how to

break the cycles that keep us on the outside looking in, instead of where we truly wish to be. The

understanding found in this book will open your mind and your eyes to a world which has always been

there; you just didn't know the questions to expose it to you. How often have we found ourselves looking

across the road to discover something lacking in our own lives? By Changing our Minds we remove the

lack in our own lives. We remove the unnamed need that eats away at our day to day lives. By Changing

our Minds we walk away from a life that is constantly needing repairs and begin a life that rewrites our

reality. Whether we know it or not, our energies are focused and those energies are working in our lives,

for better or worse. Like electricity, our own energies do not decide they will work in one area, and not

another. Electricity doesn't stop working because the toaster is bad or the stereo is on a negative

channel. Electricity flows through the circuit until it is complete. Our energies act in exactly the same way.

Change Your Mind, Change Your Life! expands this simple life truth, and shows you how to change your

circuit path so the things you want in your life receive the energy, rather than sending it to the things that

are strapping you down. Read Change Your Mind, Change Your Life! today, and start putting focus and

energy into your own success. To your success, ******************************** #3 Attaining Your Desires -

The Secret Session by Joe Vitale, Charles Burke & Jo Han Mok Advert: Tired And Frustrated With Not

Getting What You Want In Life? "EXPOSED - The Secret Source Of Power That Will Allow You To

Literally Manifest Anything You Want!" Marketing Wizards Robert Collier, P.T. Barnum, And Bruce Barton

Used This Source Of Power To Build Their Business Empires. YOU Can Be Next! Important Note: Joe

Vitale, Charles Burke and I waited 10 full months before deciding to make this material available to the

general public because of the highly controversial nature of the material. Do not read this letter if you're

easily offended and you feel that the material presented contradicts your religious beliefs, with that in

mind, please proceed at your own risk. Charles Burke and myself at the Big Seminar Charles and I had

our eyeballs glued on Joe. It was riveting... I looked around a little longer, and finally found a tiny

unadorned headstone with the words on top of it, carved out of stone, "P.T. Barnum." And on the front of

it, still legibly after one hundred years, was the phrase Barnum loved, " Not my will, but thine be done." Dr

Joe Vitale, founder of Spiritual Marketing Joe paused, took a deep breath and then he continued... I knelt

on the grave, the home of the body of Barnum, the world's most famous marketing genius, and I placed

my hands on his tombstone. I suddenly felt an electric current drift into my body, a soft and subtle energy



that entered my being as I knelt and held on to Barnum's marker. It was a moment I will never forget. Call

it my imagination. Call it madness. I prefer to call it a bonding of souls, for in those cherished moments on

that sunny day in Bridgeport, I felt like I was inhaling the essence of the man I was to write about. I

soaked in his spirit, his entrepreneurial mind, his business ingenuity, his marketing bravado, and when I

felt full and complete. I dropped my hands and stood over the grave. "We can go now." I told my friend, "I

have a book to write." You might think that it's just crazy, but it all started to make sense. I remembered

what Barton said: "Faith in business, faith in the country, faith in one's self, faith in other people - this is

the power that moves the world. And why is it unreasonable to believe that this power, which is so much

stronger than any other, is merely a fragment of the Great Power which operates this universe." Barnum,

Barton, Collier... They were all in tune with this 'Great Power'. Barnum once wrote" "If one does right, his

mind should never be disturbed by anything which he cannot prevent. He should be thoroughly convinced

that if he does his duty, Providence will take care of the rest and never send accident, poverty, disease,

or any other apparent evil except for an ultimate good purpose." Collier sums it up best: "The earnest faith

in your Real Self, and your Confident Expectation concerning it's manifestation and expression in your

work, your endeavors, your plans, your purposes, serve to bring into action your full mental and spiritual

power, energy and force. It quickens your intellectual powers; it employs your emotional powers efficiently

and under full control; it sets into effective action your creative imagination; it places the powers of your

will under your mastery and direction. It draws upon your subconscious faculties for inspiration and for

intuitive reports; it opens your mind to the inflow of the illumination of your super conscious spiritual

faculties and powers. It sets into operation the Law of Mental Attraction under your direct control and

direction, whereby you attract to yourself, or you to them, the circumstances, events, conditions, things

and persons needed for the manifestation of your ideals in it's objective reality. More than this, it brushes

away the obstacles which have clogged the channels of your contact with and communication with

SPIRIT itself - that great source of Infinite Power which in this instruction is called POWER." - Robert

Collier, Riches Within Your Reach, Page 107 FACT: These Marketing Geniuses had an infinite source of

POWER which they drew from to manifest anything they wanted. Their financial track record and

business successes are more than proof of that. Finally, You Can Tap Into The Same Source Of Power

When You Eavesdrop On The "Secret Session" And Join Joe Vitale, Charles Burke And Myself, Jo Han

Mok In A No Holds Barred Discussion On Creating Wealth From The Inside Out!
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